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BONSEGNA TRAILERS
Common features

Transport range 
Three-side tipping trailers

•  Monoaxle
•  Monoaxle with suspensions
•  Tandem

Dumper Trailers
•  Monoaxle
•  Tandem
•  Tridem

Bacco Trailer

Flatbed trailers
•  Monoaxle
•  Tandem
•  Tridem
•  Two axles with turntable

Slurry spreader range
Slurry tanks
•  Monoaxle
•  Tandem
•  Tridem



OUR 
HISTORY

The business was started in 1970 by Antonio, who manufactured 
agricultural equipment, such as traielrs for walking tractors or motor 
hoes, sprayers, stitchers and tools for harvesting olives in the beautiful 
Salento area. Boasting 50 years of experience in the construction of 
agricultural equipment, the Bonsegna company is now one of the 
most innovative manufacturers in Southern Italy, thanks also to the 
passion and dedication of his sons, who now run the company under 
the careful supervision of their father.

EXPERIENCE

Thanks to the investments made in innovative equipment and 
machinery, the production process is followed at 360 degrees, from 
the design of the new models using the latest 3D CAD tools, such as 
Solid Works software, through to rigorous testing and final trials on 
the machines. The company’s growth has led it to currently have a 
plant covering around 40,000 square metres, 5,000 of which are 
covered, and equipped with: numerous CNC machines, bending 
presses, calendering machines, plasma cutting, tube and beam 
cutting, lathes and milling machines, a 500m2 parts warehouse, a 
painting room and an in-house technical office.

INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Each member of the company is constantly engaged in providing pre- 
and post-sales customer support, both technologically and virtually 
(social networks, chats, e-mails and telephone contacts) and practi-
cally, thanks to the presence of a specialised repair workshop and a 
large stock of spare parts.

ASSISTANCE



Bonsegna agricultural trailers have different load capacities depending on the number of axles:
• Single axle full load capacity up to 6 t.
• Tandem load capacity up to 14 t.
• Tridem full load capacity up to 20 t.

BONSEGNA TRAILERS: 
COMMON FEATURES

Of course, to determine the actual load capacity of the trailer, the tare weight, i.e. the empty 
weight, must be deducted.
The tare weight depends on the type of trailer equipment, so it is a good idea for the 
customer to check it before use.
Single-axle trailers are generally equipped with rigid suspension, but for the most demanding 
customers we have developed a number of single-axle models with parabolic leaf springs that 
allow them to be used:
• greater comfort when towing
• less stress on the chassis and tractor
• lower noise emissions during transport.

More flexible than boogies, they are 
characterised by the possibility of smaller axle 
travel, which makes them suitable for terrain 
with moderate gradients, while remaining 
more suitable for road use.
The dynamic behaviour is generally more 
stable and more balanced than in the boogie, 
the presence of the axle reaction bars 
compensates for the reactions of the brakes 

on the chassis and ensures balanced braking 
in all driving conditions.
In order to improve the cornering grip of 
trailers with a high centre of gravity, the 
suspension is equipped with parabolic leaf 
springs of increased width and high torsional 
rigidity, which act as stabilisers for the chassis.
Suspension with more anchorage points on the 
frame reduces stress and the risk of breakage.

Tandem and tridem trailers, on the other hand, are equipped with parabolic suspensions with 
industrial-type adjusting rods; suspensions that are mainly used by Bonsegna srl.

For some models there is the possibility of MOTHER REGULATION APPROVAL (European Homologation) which 
allows to increase the towable mass (9000/10000 kg. per axle), 
the maximum mass on the eye (3000/4000 kg) and the speed of 
the vehicles up to 60 km/h, even if in Italy the Ministry of Transport 
has decided to lower this speed to 40km/h.The total mass indicated in the Mother Regulation is only that on 
the axles; the mass on the eye is on the tractor.As a result, the maximum permissible mass on the eye will not 
appear on the vehicle’s registration certificate, but on the tractor’s. 
It is the tractor driver’s responsibility to ensure that the maximum 
permissible mass is not exceeded. It is the responsibility of the 
tractor driver to ensure that the maximum permissible masses (axles + eye) are not exceeded.A COC (Community type-approval certificate) is attached to these models, through which the user applies to the competent UMC office for registration of the vehicle.

2. Hydraulic suspensions
In these, the axles are cushioned by hydraulic cylinders with an inde-
pendent hydraulic circuit that makes it possible to vary the ground 
clearance of the trailer bed, or to raise only one axle when it is neces-
sary to transfer weight to the eye, or on empty journeys when fewer 
tyres are required on the ground.

They are made with semi-axles and equipped with a hydraulic system 
as a suspension.
They improve the performance of the trailer, ensuring a unique 
driving experience: the system instantly adapts to the roughness of 
the terrain on which the trailer is travelling and guarantees no roll, no 
pitching, reduced wheel and fuel consumption thanks to the reduced 
stress transmitted to the tractor.
This type of suspension allows a constant load on the wheels in any 
terrain situation, ensuring uniform braking and avoiding uneven 
ground compaction.
The homogeneity of the footfall allows for easier root propagation in 
cultivation.

A trailer self-levelling system is available as an option.
It makes it possible to have a constant load attitude when travelling 
on a sloping road, to change the vehicle’s ride level, to lower or raise 
the trailer completely to facilitate loading and, with the electronic 
bubble, to level the trailer before tipping.
This kit provides for the use of hydraulic suspension only.

CHASSIS WITHOUT SUSPENSION CHASSIS WITH SUSPENSION

For the more demanding, they can be fitted:

1. Hydraulic independent wheel suspension

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/sospensioni.mp4


THE AXLES

The axle is one of the main components of the trailer.

Bonsegna trailers are usually fitted with tandem and 
tridem steering axles with reverse lock as standard. 
When the tractor is moving forward, the steering 
axle remains free, allowing the trailer to follow the 
tractor’s line of travel. When reversing, the steering 
axles must be locked/rearranged via the tractor 
distributor so that the tractor can be reversed with 
locked axles. This locking must also be done for road 
transport at speeds above 25 km/h.

To avoid having to connect a lot of hoses to the trac-
tor, there is a selector valve on the agricultural trailer 
which diverts the hydraulic flow to the support foot 
or the steered axle.

This is an electronically controlled steering kit for 
trailers that allows you to electronically control the 
steering axles and maintain the tractor’s forward line.
The kit controls the steering angle of the axles up 
to 7 km/h, makes them self-steering “free” beyond 
this speed limit, and blocks steering above 25 km/h. 
The kit includes a push-button panel with integrated 
electronic board for managing the functions, a 
modular unit with solenoid valves for hydraulic 
management and an angular sensor that detects the 
angular position between the tractor and trailer.

Electronically controlled steering axle

TANDEM: last steering axles

TRIDEM: 1° and 3° steering axles

OPTIONAL AVAILABLE

SUPPORT FEET

Different types available depending on the delivery trailer chosen:

SUPPORT FEET WITH 
SIDE CRANK

SUPPORT WHEEL WITH 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
TILTING AND 
SPRING LOCK

SUPPORT FEET WITH 
SIDE CRANK WITH 
TWO-SPEED GEARBOX

DOUBLE-ACTING HY-
DRAULIC FEET WITH 
BLOCK VALVES

Bonsegna trailers are equipped with towing eyes appropriate for the approved load. 
There is the possibility on some models to adapt the eye to different needs.

TOWING EYES
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Bonsegna agricultural trailers are equipped with:
• Mechanical braking up to 5 tonnes
• Mixed mechanical/hydraulic braking for 6 tonnes
• Pneumatic or hydraulic braking (optional) for tandem and tridem trailers from 10 tonnes onwards
• Mother Regulation hydraulic braking for tandem and tridem
• Mother Regulation pneumatic braking for tandem and tridem 

BRAKES

FLANGED EYE 
(capacity of 3000 kg)

BOLTED TRAIL EYE
(capacity of 3000 kg)

K80
(capacity of 4000 kg)

STANDARD EYE
(capacity up to 3000 kg)



Tipping with 
hydraulic pump and 
motor can also be 
added as an option. 
This is strongly 
recommended on 
trailers with body 
lengths of more than 
5 metres because 
it avoids mixing 
the hydraulic oil 
of the tractor with 
that of the trailer 
and guarantees 
total tipping (if the 
tractor oil tank is 
insufficient there is 
a risk of not tipping).

In addition, depending on the customer’s needs, there is the 
possibility of adding a wide range of accessories.

TRANSPORT RANGE
Tipping trailers can be of two types:
1. Three-way tipper trailers
2. Agricultural Dumepr trailers
All tipping models feature:

A parachute valve located directly on the tipping 
cylinder that prevents the risk of the body 
accidentally falling in the event of a break in the 
hydraulic channel. 

An audible warning device that alerts the 
operator that the trailer is about to start tipping. 
 

 Tipping cylinder positioned towards the front 
of the trailer, which allows greater stability 
during tipping and less stress on the body.

Tipping is done from the 
tractor’s distributor, which 
is connected to the trailer 
with a quick-connect hose; 
activating the tractor’s 
distributor enables tipping.

01

02

03

05 s h i m m e d 
b e l l - s h a p e d 
reinforcement
connecting the main 
body side members

04 Cylinder housed in 
an industrial-type 
cradle

06 A device to prevent 
incorrect insertion 
of the tilting pins, 
thus avoiding 
possible breakages.

6 6



THREE-SIDED 
TIPPER TRAILERS

This type of trailer is suitable for a variety of uses 
including transporting grain, cereals, olives and grapes.

The caisson floors are made 
of sheet metal with a smooth 
surface, which allows less 
friction of the material 
during unloading.

 The side walls are made of press-bent JR235 steel for extra strength.
The tailgate can be opened underneath by means of a lever and a safety hook ensures a secure hold during transport.

7 7



SINGLE-AXLE 
AGRICULTURAL TRAILERS 

Models
Box external dimensions

mm.

H. sides

mm

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.
Brake

Square axle

mm.
Tipper pillar Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB20M 1500X2500  h.500 2,0 0,52 Mechanic 50 No No 10.0/75 R15.3 pr14

CMB31M 1700X2800  h.500 3,0 0,81 Mechanic 50 No Yes 10.0/75 R15.3 pr14

CMB38M 1800X3000 h.500 3,8 0,85 Mechanic 60 No Yes 11,5/80 R15,3 pr16

CMB50M 2000X3500 h.500 5,0 1,1 Mechanic 60 No Yes 11,5/80 R15,3 pr16

CMB60M 2300X4100 h.600 6,0 1,54 Mechanic/ Hydraulic 80 Yes Yes 315/70 R22.5

CMB65M 2400X4600 h.600 6,0 2,0 Mechanic/ Hydraulic 80 Yes Yes
215/75 R17,5 twin or

445/45 R19,5

Side walls open upside down

Grain spout on the rear side wall

Rear side flag opening (per lap)

Oversized axle

Toolbox 500x300x300

Manual hydraulic brake (company use)

Front and rear poles arrangement (CMB65M)

Hydraulic front foot

Optional

FRONT             REAR

Three-side tipping with quick coupling for lift attachment

Device to prevent bad tipping

Piston parachute valve

Acoustic warning during tipping

Standardised lighting system

Rigid suspension

Standard:

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/rimorchio_monoasse.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/rimorchio_monoasse.mp4


Models
Box external dimensions

mm.

H. side walls

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.
Brake

Square axle

mm.
Tipper pillar Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB50MS 2000X3500 500 5 1,42 Mechanic 70 No Yes 265/70 R19.5

CMB60MS 2300X4100 600 6 2,14 Mechanic/ Hydraulic 80 Yes Yes 445/45 R 19.5

FRONT              REAR

Side walls open upside down

MS hot-dip galvanised frame

Grain spout on the rear wall

Rear side flag opening (per lap)

Toolbox

Manual hydraulic brake (company use)

Optionals

SINGLE-AXLE AGRICULTURAL 
TRAILERS WITH 
LEAF SPRINGS
 

Three-side tipping with quick coupling for lift attachment

 Device to prevent bad tipping

Parachute valve on the piston

Acoustic warning during tipping

4 mm sheet metal box

Standardised lighting system

Anti-noise rubbers on the frame

SUSPENSION with parabolic leaf spring

Standard:

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/rimorchio_monoasse_ms.mp4


Difference for hydraulic braking

Side walls open upside down

Rear side flag opening (per lap)

Industrial uprights Front-Centre-Rear

Grain spout on the rear wall

Arrangement for front and rear imperial and imperial doors

Tipping with hydraulic motor and pump (without cardan shaft)

Semi-new spare wheel

Stainless steel hand-washing tray

Toolbox 500x300x300

LED side lights and LED rear lights

Reinforced sidewalls 

Platform in Hardox 

Optional

Three-side tipping with quick coupling for lift attachment

 Device to prevent bad tipping

Parachute valve on the piston

Acoustic warning during tipping

FRONT - CENTRAL - REAR pillar

Pneumatic brakes

TANDEM PARABOLIC industrial suspensions

Standardised lighting system

Steered rear axle with reverse lock (except CMB100T)

Standard:

TANDEM AGRICULTURAL 
TRAILERS
 

Models
Box external dimensions

mm.

H. side walls

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.
Brake

Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB100T 2400X4600 600 10 2,68 Pneumatic brake 80 with 8 holes 305/70 R22,5
CMB101T 2400X4600 600 14 3,28 Pneumatic brake 90 with 8 holes 315/60 R22,5
CMB141M 2400X5000 600 14 4,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5
CMB140T 2400X6200 600 14 5,0 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5
CMB145T 2400X6500 600 14 5,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5

CMB101TMR 2400X4600 600
21/22 t. + 

3/4 on 
towing eye

3,2 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5
CMB141TMR 2400X5000 600 4,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5
CMB140TMR 2400X6200 600 5,0 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5
CMB145TMR 2400X6500 600 5,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 385/65 R22,5

MOTHER REGULATION

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/rimorchio_monoasse_ms.mp4


OPTIONALS

apertura a libro delle 
sponde

Grain spout Iron toolbox Side walls open upside down

Industrial uprights

Hardox sheet metal floor

Hydraulic foot Reinforced side walls

Automatic rear side opening Aluminium side walls Galvanised frame 
(ms models only)

Folding opening of rear sides

Tarpaulin and auger

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/boccagrano.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/apertura_automatica.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/coclea.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/apertura_libro.mp4
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DUMPER TRAILERS

13

The dumper range consists of single-axle, tandem and tridem dumpers approved from 6 to 20 
tonnes full load.
With European Mother Regulation approval, they can reach a load capacity of up to 9 tonnes 
per axle.
This type of trailer is mainly used for transporting unpackaged products: dry, wet or liquid (with 
the addition of a watertight seal applied to the rear of the body).

The tank of Bonsegna dumpers is conical 
in shape; it consists of side walls bevelled 
by a series of consecutive folds, which 
facilitate the unloading of the contained 
material.

Tipping is carried out via the tractor distributor, which is connected to the trailer via a quick-action 
coupling tube; activation of the tractor distributor enables tipping as well as operation of the hydrau-
lically opening tailgate.

HYDRAULICALLY OPENING TAILGATE

Tipping with hydraulic pump and motor can also be added as an option.

This is strongly recommended on tandem and tridem dumpers with body lengths of more than 5 metres 
because it avoids mixing the tractor’s hydraulic oil with that of the trailer and ensures full tipping (if the 
tractor’s oil tank is insufficient there is a risk of not tipping).

13

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/portelloneidraulico.mp4


Models

Box external dimensions

mm.

H. side walls

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB60VM 2000X3800 1200 6,0 Mechanic/Hydraulic 80 with 8 holes 385/55 R22.5

CMB61VM 2300X4100 1200 6,0 Mechanic/Hydraulic 80 with 8 holes 385/55 R22.5

Interior painting of the container with food-grade paint

Watertight tailgate

Rear side flag opening (per lap)

Stainless steel hand-washing tray

Toolbox 500x300x300

Side walls

Hydraulic front foot

Optionals

A B C
    CMB60VMH 3600 3830 1200

CMB61VM 4100 4350 1200

TANK DIMENSIONS

A

B

C

SINGLE-AXLE DUMPERS
Pressed sheet metal frame

Rear tipping with quick coupler for lift attachment

Device to prevent bad tipping

Parachute valve on the piston

Acoustic warning during tipping

Hydraulically opening tailgate

Tank with folded sheet metal profile

Front foot with speed reducer

Iron inspection ladder

Standardised lighting system

Standard:

*Models also available with stainless steel tank 



TANDEM DUMPERS

Models
Box external dimensions

mm.

H. side walls

mm.

H. from floor

mm

Tons full loaded

tons.

Tare

T.

Brake Square axle

mm.
CMB120VT 2400X4600 1600 2680 12 4,0 Pneumatic brake 90 with 8 holes
CMB142VT 2400X5500 1600 2750 14 5,2 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes
CMB141VT 2400X6100 1600 2750 14 6,3 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

CMB142VTROCK 2400X5500 1000 2150 14 5,2 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

CMB120VTMR 2400X4600 1600 2680
21/22 t 

18+3/4 on
 towing eye

4,0 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

CMB142VTMR 2400X5500 1600 2750 5,3 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

CMB141VTMR 2400X6100 1600 2750 6,3 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes
CMB142VTROCK 2400X5500 1000 2150 5,2 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

MOTHER REGULATION

A B C
CMB120VT 4600 4900 1600
CMB142VT 5500 5900 1600
CMB141VT 6100 6500 1600

Hydraulic braking Independent hydraulic suspension

Side walls H. 400 Covering tarpaulin

Watertight tailgate Stainless steel tank

Tipping with hydraulic motor and pump Electronic controlled steering kit

Stainless steel hand-washing tray Radial low-pressure wheels

Toolbox 500x300x300 TRAILER4.0 kit AGRICOLTURE 4.0

Oversized TANDEM axles Led Lights

Trailer levelling system with bubble during tipping 
(hydraulic suspensions compulsory)

Remote control

Optionals

TANK DIMENSIONS

A

B

C

Rear tipping with quick engagement

Pressed sheet metal tank

Hydraulic opening tailgate NOT watertight

Pneumatic brakes

TANDEM PARABOLIC industrial suspensions

Device to prevent bad tipping

Hydraulic front foot

Parachute valve on the piston

Acoustic warning during tipping

Standardised lighting system

Standard:

Available wheels:

385/65 R22,5 semi-new
425/65 R22,5 semi-new
550/60 R22,5 
560/60 R22,5
600/50 R22,5

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/dumper_tandem.mp4


Rear tipping with quick engagement Device to prevent bad tipping

Pressed sheet metal tank Hydraulic front foot

Hydraulic opening tailgate NOT watertight Acoustic warning during tipping

Pneumatic brakes Standardised lighting system

TRIDEM PARABOLIC industrial suspensions Parachute valve on the piston

Models
Box external dimensions

mm.

H. side walls

mm.

H. from floor

mm

Tons full loaded

tons.

Tare

T.

Brake Square axle

mm.
CMB199VT 2400X6100 1600 3000 20 7,1 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes
CMB200VT 2400X7100 1600 3000 20 7,8 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes
CMB201VT 2400X8000 1600 3000 20 8,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

CMB199VTMR 2400X6100 1600 3000 30/31 t 
27+3/4 on
towing eye

7,1 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes
CMB200VTMR 2400X7100 1600 3000 7,8 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes
CMB201VTMR 2400X8000 1600 3000 8,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

MOTHER REGULATION

TRIDEM DUMPERS

The ground height varies depending on the wheels fitted.

A B C
CMB199VT 6100 6500 1600
CMB200VT 7100 7500 1600
CMB201VT 8000 8600 1600

TANK DIMENSIONS

Oversized TRIDEM axles Independent hydraulic suspension

Side walls H. 400 Trailer levelling system with bubble during tipping 
(hydraulic suspensions compulsory)

Watertight tailgate LED side light system

Tipping with hydraulic motor and pump Electronic controlled steering kit

Iron radial low-pressure wheels Stainless steel tank

Toolbox 500x300x300 Stainless steel hand-washing tray

Tarpaulin TRAILER 4.0 kit AGRICOLTURE 4.0

Optionals

A

B

C

Standard:

Available wheels:

425/65 R22,5 semi-new
550/60 R22,5
560/60 R22,5 
600/50 R22,5

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/CMB200VTH.mp4


OPTIONALS

Tank in hardox Watertight tailgate

Toolbox and stainless steel 
hand-washing tray

Tipping with hydraulic motor 
and pump

Vasca inox

Led lights

Covering tarpaulin

Hydraulic brake Food varnish

Grain spout

Stainless steel tank
Flag opening

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/CMB142VTROCK.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/apertura_libro.mp4


GALLERY
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Model Tank Full load weight Tare
Capacity

m³
Track
mm.

Loading height
mm.

Unloading height
mm.

Semi-new wheels

CMB50BA - Laterale 2100X3000 5000 2,2 4,1 2135 2100 3200 265/70 R19,5

BACCO TRAILER 
TRANSPORTING GRAPES 
SINGLE PANTOGRAPH

Optionals

Tipping with cardan pump

Stainless steel tank

TRAILER 4.0 kit AGRICOLTURE 4.0

24 cm

Watertight tank

No. 2 double-acting hydraulic rear feet

Fixed front foot

Parachute valve on the piston

Hydraulic piston for double-acting tank tipping

Limit valve

Standard rear lighting system

Owner's manual and EC declaration

Standard:

<      >



FLATBED TRAILERS

Bonsegna flatbed trailers are divided into:

• single-axis models
• tandem and tridem models
• twin-axle models



SINGLE-AXLE TRAILERS

Models
Dimensions

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB55CIN 2400X5000 6,0 1,7 Mechanic / Hydraulic 80 with 8 holes                     215/75R 17,5 
CMB60CIN 2400X6130 6,0 2,0 Mechanic / Hydraulic 80 with 8 holes                     215/75R 17,5 

Optionals

Front and rear poles

Side walls

Iron toolbox 600x350x600

Spare wheel

Double-acting front hydraulic foot with valve

Striated sheet metal floor

Hydraulic tipping with double-acting piston

N° 2 front and n°1 and n° 2 side winches

Standardised lighting system

Rear wall

Standard:

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/rimorchiopianale_monoasse.mp4


Models
Dimensions

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB140CIN 2400X7500 14 4,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 445/45 R19,5

CMB142CIN 2400X8200 14 5,0 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 445/45 R19,5

CMB140CINMR 2400X7500 21/22 t. 
18+3/4 on towing eye

4,5 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 445/45 R19,5

CMB142CINMR 2400X8200 5,0 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes 445/45 R19,5

MOTHER REGULATION

TANDEM TRAILERS

Optionals

Hydraulic braking Iron toolbox 600x350x600

Inclined platform with provision for ramps Oversized TANDEM axles

Hydraulic rear loading ramps Electronic controlled steering kit

Spare wheel LED side light system

Box-type front tailgate for flatbed trailers Hydraulic suspensions 

Hydraulic drawbar

Striated sheet metal floor

Pneumatic brakes

 N° 2 front and n° 2 and n° 3 side winches

Standardised lighting system

Hydraulic front foot with valve

Parabolic tandem suspension kit

 Steered rear axle with lock

Standard:



Models
Dimensions

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.

CMB200CIN 2400X9500 20 6,1 Pneumatic brake 130 with 10 holes

MOTHER REGULATION

TRIDEM TRAILERS
Reinforced frame

Parabolic leaf spring suspension

Striated sheet metal floor

Straight platform

Drawbar with spring

Pneumatic brakes

N° 2 front and n° 2 and n° 3 side winches

Rear standard lighting system

Owner's manual and EC declaration

Standard:

Hydraulic braking

Inclined platform with provision for ramps

Hydraulic rear loading ramps

Box-type front tailgate for flatbed trailers

Spare wheel

Iron toolbox 600x350x600

Oversized TRIDEM axles

Electronic controlled steering kit

LED side light system

Hydraulic suspensions 

Hydraulic drawbar 

Optionals

CMB198CINMR 2400X7500

30/ 31 t. 
27 + 3 or 4 on towing eye

5

Pneumatic brake

100/130 with 10 holes

CMB199CINMR 2400X8500 5,5 100/130 with 10 holes

CMB200CINMR 2400x9500 6,1 100/130 with 10 holes

CMB201CINMR 2400X9800 6,1 100/130 with 10 holes

Available  wheels:

445/45 R19,5 
215/75 R17,5
235/75 R17,5
520/50 R17



6 T. TWIN AXLE TRAILERS 
WITH TURNTABLE

Models
Dimensions

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB60BB 2400X6500 6,0 2,5 Mechanic / Hydraulic 80 with 8 holes 215/75 R17,5

Optionals

Inclined platform with provision for ramps

Hydraulic rear loading ramps

Box-type front tailgate for flatbed trailers

Iron toolbox 600x350x600

Spare wheel

Reinforced frame

Parabolic leaf spring suspension

Striated sheet metal floor

Straight floor

 Drawbar with spring

PLATFORM HEIGHT FROM GROUND 98 CM.

N° 2 front and n° 1 and n° 2 side winches

Mechanical-hydraulic brakes

 Standard rear lighting system

Owner's manual and EC declaration

Standard:



14 T. TWIN AXLE TRAILERS 
WITH TURNTABLE

Models
Dimensions

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB140BB 2400X7500 14 3,2 Pneumatic 90 with 8 holes 215/75 R17,5

CMB141BB 2400X8200 14 3,5 Pneumatic 90 with 8 holes 215/75 R17,5

Reinforced frame

Parabolic leaf spring suspension

 Striated sheet metal floor

Straight floor

Drawbar with spring

Pneumatic brake

N° 2 front and n° 2 and n° 3 side winches

Standard rear lighting system

 Owner's manual and EC declaration

Standard:

Optionals

Hydraulic braking

Inclined platform with provision for ramps

Hydraulic rear loading ramps

HYDRAULIC KIT for pulling rope

Box-type front tailgate for flatbed trailers

Iron toolbox 600x350x600

Spare wheel

LED side light system



Models
Dimensions

mm.

Tons full loaded

T.

Tare

T.

Brake
Square axle

mm.
Semi-new wheels or similar

CMB200BB 2400X9700 20 6,1 Pneumatic 130 brake 300x135 215/75 R17,5

20 T. TWIN AXLE TRAILERS 
WITH TURNTABLE

Optionals

Inclined platform with provision for ramps

Hydraulic rear loading ramps

HYDRAULIC KIT for pulling rope

Box-type front tailgate for flatbed trailers

Iron toolbox 600x350x600

Spare wheel

LED side light system

Reinforced frame

Front parabolic leaf spring suspension

Rear parabolic tandem suspension

Striated sheet metal floor

Straight floor

Drawbar with spring

Last steering axle with lock

10-holes axle

Pneumatic brake

n° 2 front winches and n° 2 and n° 3 lateral winches

 Standardised lighting system

Owner's manual and EC declaration

Standard:



MAIN OPTIONALS

Rear hydraulic ramps

Side walls H. 400Poles

Inclined platform

GALLERY
Hydraulic bars 

CLICCA QUI

https://www.agriplus.store/barreidrauliche.mp4


2. Independent on tandem and tridem models

1. Built into the tank on single-axle models

3. Prepared for the mounting of spreaders or 
spreader bars

CHARACTERISTICS OF BONSEGNA CHASSIS
The frames of our standard barrels are:

SLURRY SPREADER RANGE CHARATERISTICS OF BONSEGNA TANKS

The tanks of Bonsegna slurry spreaders are:

Equipped with level indicators (on single-axis models) and arrow level indicators (on tandem 
and tridem models)

Placed at an angle to the road surface, ensuring greater loading and easier unloading

Characterised by a flush tanker hatch with a diameter of 600mm (on single-axle models) or 
850mm (on tandem and tridem models) in their standard version, or by a fully-opening rear 
bottom in their equipped version.

Internal partitions and breakwaters
Large tanks shall be provided with breakwaters, the number of which shall be proportional to 
the capacity of the tank, dividing it into several compartments to prevent excessive movement 
of liquids.

1.

2.

3.

4.



CHARACTERISTICS OF DECOMPRESSORS

The main benefits are:
1. Excellent price/quality ratio
2. Low wear and tear (the rotor does not come into contact with the slurry during processing)
3. Low maintenance costs

The decompressor works as an air pump in the unloading phase: it injects air into the tank, 
which goes to a limited pressure (no more than 0.5 bar) and allows the liquid contained to be 
unloaded. The vacuum pump in the loading phase sucks in the air contained in the tank, which 
goes into decompression, creates vacuum inside the tank and allows the liquid to be loaded.
Slurry spreaders with vaacum pump are undoubtedly the most common machines, as they 
can carry out all the operations connected with the handling, recovery and distribution of the 
slurry in short periods of operation, and this, in addition to the limited number of moving parts 
in direct contact with the slurry, translates into reduced problems related to corrosion of the 
materials and a low probability of clogging and breakage due to the presence of foreign bodies 
in the slurry tanks.

The disadvantages are:
The decompressor fears water and is therefore connected to the tank by means of:

a) An “overflow” valve above the tank, capable of stopping air extraction when the slurry
in the tank exceeds the safety level.

b) A safety siphon between the overflow valve and the decompressor to prevent sewage from 
coming into contact with it.

A

B

 1. VAACUM PUMP

The tandem and tridem models are equipped 
with a safety vortex siphon.

STANDARD MEC 4000 MEC 5000 MEC 6500 BALLAST 13500 BALLAST 16000

Capacity 
Max rpm 
Max. vacuum% 
Max continuous vacuum 
Power at max vacuum 

4350 litri/min
600
94%
60%
hp 12,6

6150 litri/min.
600
94%
60%
HP 14,7

7000 litri/min.
600
94%
60%
HP 16,7

13845 litri/min.
600
95% 
70% 
HP 33,5

15270 litri/min.
540
95%
70%
HP 44,2

Standard su: CMB30SPM
CMB40SPM

CMB50SPM CMB60SPM CARROBOTTI 
TANDEM

CARROBOTTI 
TRIDEM

The size of the decompressor depends on the volume of the tank and therefore on the size of the tank wagon, as 
the pump only has the function of keeping the pressure/decompression created inside the tank constant during 
operation.

Bonsegna slurry tanks are fitted as standard:

OPTIONAL MEC 8000 KPS670 KTM1500

Capacity 
Max rpm 
Max. vacuum% 
Max continuous vacuum 
Power at max vacuum

8100 litri/min. 
600
94% 
60%
HP 21,4

18620 litri/min. 
600
95%
95%
HP 33,5

Può essere dotata di sistema 
di raffreddamento con 
radiatore 

26400 litri/min.
1200
95% 
95% 
HP 56 

Available on: CMB50SPM 
CMB60SPM

Carrobotti TANDEM >12m3 
Carrobotti TRIDEM 

Carrobotti TRIDEM

To summarise, the decompressor is the main component of the slurry tanks, but the diameter of the pipe used 
and the size of the gate valve must not be overlooked.
The diameter of the pipe influences the speed and operating capacity of the tank; a larger diameter facilitates 
the suction of larger slurries.
The most commonly used gate valve is the 6” gate valve, to which a 100, 120 or 150 diameter pipe can be 
adapted. The 8” gate valve (optional) allows for a greater flow rate and can also be fitted with a 200” 
diameter hose.



This is an application that can be mounted on all liquid manure spreaders. It consists of
an aspirator/decompressor, used to fill the tank of the tank truck, and a centrifugal pump, used 
to distribute the slurry. It involves the insertion of a 360° rotating sprinkler jet (“cannon”), which, 
thanks to the operation of the centrifugal pump, allows working lengths of 60-70 metres to be 
covered, as it reaches working pressures of 6-7 bar.
This allows slurry to be spread without the need for access to the plot and, therefore, even 
when the plot is impassable by mechanical means. It is therefore ideal on mountainous terrain.
The only drawbacks of its use are the limited uniformity of distribution and the violent emission 
of odours due to the thrust of the liquid spray.
As standard, the cannon has a hydraulic rotation, but as an option it is possible to add a vertical 
inclination +/- 10°.

 2. GARDA GROUP

GARDA GARDA EVO

Capacity 
Max rpm 
Pressure

6500 liters / min 
540 rpm
7 bar

6500 liters / min.
540 / 1000 rpm 
7 bar

STANDARD OPTIONAL

Tandem or tridem liquid manure spreaders can be fitted with LOBI decompression pumps.
These do not require liquid cooling or lubrication, so the air discharged into the atmosphere is 
free of pollutants such as oil and resins.
Thanks to the rotation of the two lobe rotors, of which they are composed, a pressure/pressure 
is created inside the tank which allows the slurry to be expelled/suctioned.
The advantages lie in the fact that these pumps take up little space despite their large capacity, 
although at the same time they require silencers for both the suction phase and the discharge 
phase of the slurry.

 3. LOBE DECOMPRESSION

blw280 ma sx DL250 / DL270

Capacity 
Max rpm 
Max. vacuum% 
Max continuous vacuum 
Power at max vacuum

23690 liters / min.
1000
80%

25000 / 26500 liters/min
 1000 / 600 rpm
   88%
   88%
    55 / 58 hp



A Power Fill is the right auxiliary filling equipment for 
any vacuum tanker, which increases the filling speed of 
the tanks by 30%. A hydraulic power of at least 50 l/
min is required.
The Power Fill in combination with the decompressor 
not only allows the tank to be filled in less time, but also 
allows the barrel to be loaded with less decompression 
and produce less foam, allowing optimal loading

 4. POWER FILL

Hydraulic arms are designed to facilitate loading work without having to get off the tractor. 
They can be of two types:

 5. SUCTION ARM

MINI SUCTION ARM

The galvanised iron loading arm has a minimum 
diameter of 150 mm and rotates hydraulically. 
It avoids the work of hooking/unhooking the suction 
pipe to the slurry tank; the arm rotates sideways 
and fits into the rubber cone connected to the slurry 
storage, sucking it up.
Practical and fast, it enables suction to be carried out 
using oversized pipes without any effort.

HYDRAULIC SIDE SUCTION ARM

The side arm is moved by hydraulic pistons NOT CONNECTED to the tank and equipped with 
safety valves.
The square shape of the main arm results in a larger suction volume than the classic 200- 
diameter tube, allowing for greater suction capacity.
A hydraulic valve (optional) is mounted on the upper part of the boom, which opens 
automatically when the 8” valve closes after loading into the slurry tank; this allows maximum 
emptying of the boom during repositioning.
The arm is designed so as not to hinder tractor manoeuvring.

<1200mm

The arm can be equipped with a 200 mm 
diameter stainless steel telescopic tube to 
reach greater depths, 4.2 metres in total

The new arm is equipped with a 
12-function remote control that can also 
operate other accessories, such as the 
Garda or the shutter, and facilitates the 
remote use of the truck. The new remote 
control uses LED lights to tell the operator 
whether the shutters are open or closed 
and also allows the operator to switch on 
the working lights (optional).

If the radio control does not work, there is a manual control panel 
that allows the operator to operate the main components of 
the tank.

(OPTIONAL)

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/radiocomando.mp4


NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS: The maximum approved load capacity must not be exceeded when travelling on the road.

SINGLE-AXLE 
SLURRY TANKERS

Stainless steel hand-washing tank Only on CMB60SPM:

Openable rear bottom GARDA GROUP with hydraulic rotation gun

Suspension with parabolic leaf spring Hydraulic rotary cannon tilting +/- 10°

Manual hydraulic brake Gate valve for fire hose

Saracinesca laterale Rear bar for distribution

Toolbox Rear interceptors with hydraulic movement

Working rear light Rear fixed bar

Galvanised frame incorporated in the tank Upper loading cap

Galvanised tank Side gate valve arrangement

Rear bottom with flush tanker hatch Rigid suspension

Tank at an angle to the road surface Fan jet, 6 m suction tube.

Double siphon to prevent water entering the 
pump

Getto a ventaglio, tubo pescante da 6 mt.

Vaacum pump Standard lighting system with rotating beacon

Calibrated safety valves

Optionals

Standard:

Models
Pump

liters/min

Homologated capacity

T.

Effective capacity

liters
Rear gate valve Wheels

CMB30SPM 4000 3 2500 6’’ 10.0/75 R15.3 new

CMB40SPM 4000 4 3700 6’’ 11.5/80 R15.3 new

CMB50SPM 5000 5 4300 6’’ hydraulic 11.5/80 R15.3 new

CMB60SPM 6500 6 5600 6’’ hydraulic 385/55 R22.5 semi-new

CMB60SPMSS 9000 +high pressure
pump 130 bar

6
dirty water 3800
clean water 1800

6’’ hydraulic 385/55 R22.5 semi-new

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/carrobotte_monoasse.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/carrobotte_monoasse.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/CMB60SPMSS.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/CMB60SPMSS.mp4


Details of standard equipment:

Hydraulic rear gate valve

Fan jet

Side gate valve arrangement

Naturally, depending on the customer’s requirements, the barrels 
can be equipped with numerous accessories:

Spreader bar Interceptors

Manual side gate valve Parabolic leaf springs and 
oversized wheels

Garda group

Toolbox Compact footprint



 Why choose a Bonsegna 
CMB60SPM?

 Male connection 
for possible load

  Removable front level 
indicators

 Double siphon to avoid the 
passage of water in 

the pump

   Battioni e Pagani decom-
pression pump 
6500 liter/min.

 Mechanic/hydraulic brakes

 Supporting foot with wheel

 Frame incorporated in
the galvanized tank to guaran-

tee more loading

Tank positioned at an angle to the 
road surface to ensure greater 

loading and easier unloading

Tank internal reinforcements

 Square axle 80 with 8 holes 
brake 300x90

 Wheels 385/65R22.5 
half new

 Rigid suspensions or Parabolic 
leaf suspensions

 Rear bottom with trapdoor or 
openable rear bottom

Hydraulic rear gate valve flush 
with the tank

Standardised 12V lighting 
system with gyro-beacon

Removable rear 
level indicators

 Galvanized side shelves
 for pipes



CMB142.100SPTMR 13.500 Ballast

21/22 t. 
18+3 or 4 on towing 

eye

10000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

Pneumatic

CMB142.115SPTMR 13.500 Ballast 11400 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.127SPTMR 13.500 Ballast 12700 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.140SPTMR 13.500 Ballast 14300 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.160SPTMR 13.500 Ballast 16000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

MOTHER REGULATION

TANDEM SLURRY TANKERS

Models
Pump 

liters/min

T. full load

T.

Effectiive capacity liters
Square axle

Brakes

CMB120.90SPT MEC 9000 12 9000 90 with 8 holes - brake 400x80

Pneumatic

CMB142.100SPT 13.500 Ballast 14 10000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.115SPT 13.500 Ballast 14 11400 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.127SPT 13.500 Ballast 14 12700 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.140SPT 13.500 Ballast 14 14300 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB142.160SPT 13.500 Ballast 14 16000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

Reinforced painted steel frame

Free-standing galvanised tank with flush tank hatch diameter 850 mm.

Industrial parabolic suspensions

Steered rear axle with reverse lock

Hot-dip galvanised lateral pipe shelves

Tractor-operated hydraulic front foot with steering system deviation 

Mechanical arrangement for interceptors or shoes

Front arrow level indicator 

Arrangement for right-hand side gate valve 

Fan jet, 6 m suction pipe

Standard lighting system with rotating beacon

Overflow valve on tank to prevent water flowing into pump 

Vortex siphon between tank and pump

Pressure safety valve set at 0.5 bar

EC declaration of conformity, operating and maintenance manual 

Tank for transporting waste water (sewage)

Standard:

Available wheels:
385/65 r22,5 semi-new
425/65 r22,5 semi-new
550/60 r22,5
560/60 r22,5 

Available wheels in MR:
550/60 r22,5 
560/60 r22,5 
600/55 r26,5
  (track > 2550)
710/50 r26,5     
(track > 2550)

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/CARROBOTTE_TANDEM.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/CARROBOTTE_TANDEM.mp4


Why choose the tandem slurry tank Bonsegna?

Safety valve for calibrated
decompression

Level indicator
with front arrow

Double siphon to avoid the 
passage of water in 

the pump

Safety valve for
pressure set at 0. 5 bar

Decompression pump 13.500
l/min. Battioni&Pagani

Tractor-operated hydraulic 
front foot with steering 

system deflection

Arrangement for right side 
gate valve

Parabolic KIT TRIDEM 
industrial type suspensions

Reinforced painted 
steel frame

Tank positioned at an angle to the 
road surface to ensure greater 

loading and easier unloading

Lighting system
with gyro-beacon

1° and 3° steering axle with
reverse lock

 Galvanized side
shelves for pipes

6” hydraulic
rear gate valve

Level indicator

TRAPDOOR 
flush with the tank



MOTHER REGULATION

TRIDEM SLURRY TANKERS

Models
Pump 

liters/min

T. full load

T.

Effectiive capacity 
liters

Square axle
Brakes

CMB200.160SPT 16.000 Ballast 20 16000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

PneumaticCMB200.200SPT 16.000 Ballast 20 20000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

CMB200.250SPT 16.000 Ballast 20 25000 130 with 10 holes - brake 400x80

Reinforced painted steel frame diameter 850 mm.

Free-standing galvanised tank with flush tank hatch

Industrial parabolic suspensions

First and third steered axles with reverse lock

Hot-dip galvanised lateral pipe shelves

Mechanical arrangement for interceptors or bars

Front arrow level indicator

Tractor-operated hydraulic front foot with steering system deviation

Arrangement for right-hand side gate valve

Fan jet, 6meters suction tube

Standard lighting system with rotating beacon

Overflow valve on tank to prevent water flowing into pump

Vortex siphon between tank and pump

Pressure safety valve set at 0.5 bar

EC declaration of conformity, user and maintenance manual

Tanker for transporting waste water (sewage)

Standard:

CMB200.160SPTMR 16.000 Ballast

30/31t
27+ 3 on towing eye

16000 130 with 10 holes - brake 406x120

Pneumatic

CMB200.200SPTMR 16.000 Ballast 20000 130 with 10 holes - brake 406x120

CMB200.250SPTMR 16.000 Ballast 25000 130 with 10 holes - brake 406x120

CMB200.270SPTMR 16.000 Ballast 27000 130 with 10 holes - brake 406x120

CMB200.300SPTMR 16.000 Ballast 30000 130 with 10 holes - brake 406x120

Available wheels
385/65 r22,5 semi-new
425/65 r22,5 semi-new
550/60 r22,5
560/60 r22,5

Available wheels in MR:
550/60 r22,5 
560/60 r22,5
600/55 r26,5
  (track > 2550)
710/50 r26,5    
(track > 2550)

CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/carrobotte_tridem.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/carrobotte_tridem.mp4


Why choose the tandem slurry 
tank Bonsegna?

Safety valve for calibrated 
decompression

 Level indicator
with front arrow

   Double siphon to avoid the 
passage of water in 

the pump

 Safety valve for pressure 
set at 0. 5 bar

 Decompression pump 13.500 
l/min. Battioni&Pagani

 Tractor-operated hydraulic 
front foot with steering system 

deflection

Predisposition for lateral 
gate valve

Parabolic KIT TRIDEM 
industrial type suspensions

 Reinforced painted 
steel frame

Tank positioned at an angle to the 
road surface to ensure greater 

loading and easier unloading

 Lighting system with 
gyro-beacon

 1° and 3° steering axle with 
reverse lock

Galvanized side shelves 
for pipes

6” hydraulic rear gate valve

Level indicator

TRAPDOOR flush 
with the tank



Openable rear bottom

Rear lateral gate valve for manual loading 6".

Front gate valve

LED side and pos. LED rear light system and double beacon

Power Fill

Hydraulic gate valve above tank with galvanised cone for loading

Hatch over tank diam. 400 hydraulic opening and ladder

Rear linkage

 Fixed rear spreader bar with 4 outlets

 Rear bar for ground level distribution width 6 m

Rear bar for ground level distribution 12 m wide

4-anchor interceptors with tiller springs

Disk injectors

Vogelsang or Bomech dribble bars

Hydraulically operated mini side arm

Galvanised hydraulic side suction arm with radio remote control

Telescopic stainless steel extension arm depth 4.2 metres

Vacuum lobe pump

Silencer on decompressor

Garda group with hydraulic rotation gun

INDEPENDENT HYDRAULIC suspension

Kit for AGRICULTURE 4.0

Electronic controlled steering kit

Work or boom rear light

8" gate valve

TANDEM E TRIDEM
OPTIONALS

GALLERY



OPTIONALS

Power fill mounted on gate valve Mounted on suction arm 

Command to change
decompressor rotation

Control unit with manual and radio controls

Command to modify Garda
Group rotation

Drip collector

Side-mounted gun Rear-mounted gun

Arm with stainless steel extension

“Easy” mini arm Full optional mini arm

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE

https://www.agriplus.store/garda.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/garda.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/braccio.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/braccio.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/raccogligocce.mp4
https://www.agriplus.store/raccogligocce.mp4


OPTIONALS

12-metre spreader bar 

Injectors

KPS pump Decompressor silencer

6-metre spreader bar Openable rear bottomLed lights

Disc injectors 

Possibility to mount 
Dosimat Vogelsang

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICCA QUI
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DISTRIBUTION ACCESSORIES

VOGELSANG SPREADER BARS
APPLICABLE ON TANDEM AND TRIDEM

VogelsMangOshDoeEmLoSd. Swing-UP2 mt. 9.00 complete with preparation n.1 Exacut 30 + frame for 
lifter, lifter with radio control from 12 to 18 channels

Vogelsang shoe mod. Swing-UP2 mt. 12.00 complete with predisposition n. 2 Exacut 30 + frame for lift, 
Teleshift (telescopic), 12 to 18 channels radio control

Vogelsang shoe mod. Swing-UP2 mt. 15.00 complete with predisposition n.2 Exacut 30 + frame for lift, 
Teleshift (telescopic), with radio control from 12 to 18 channels

Infrared camera with 9” colour video

BOMECH BASIC-UP
• Transport width 2.55m 
• Precision macerator
• Pipe distance
• Total weight 530 kg
• Including levelling system 
•  Available in hose variant
 
Basic hydraulic requirements
•  1x double-acting for unfolding
• 1x double effect for raising/lowering
• 1x double effect for the macerator

BOMECH SPEEDY ONE

•  Transport width 2.55m
•  Transport height 3.20m
•  Max. tank diameter 2.1m
•  Low dead weight (up to 850 kg)
•  Automatic level adjustment in the central frame
•  Simple folding to the side of the vehicle
•  Precision macerator Alrena: 1x 36/42 outlets with 
40 mm tube 
 
Basic hydraulic requirements
•  1x double-acting for unfolding
•  1x double effect for raising/lowering
• 1x double effect for the macerator

WATER TRANSPORT TANKS

Models
Effective 
capacity

T.

Max width

mm.

Max lenght

mm.

CMB40CST 4,0 1700 3000

CMB50CST 5,0 1700 3500

CMB60CST 6,0 1700 3800

Standard:
•  Hot-dip galvanised tank
•  Rear valve for manual unloading/loading 3” diam.80 • Anchor hook
•  Ladder
•  Manhole

WATER TRANSPORT TRAILERS

Models
Homologated

capacity
T.

Effective 
capacity

T.

Max width

mm.

Max lenght

mm.
Wheels

CMB50TA-1 5,0 3,0 1810 3670 10.0/75 R15.3 

CMB50TA-2 5,0 4,0 1810 3670 11.5/80 R15.3

Standard:
• Hot-dip galvanised tank
• Rear valve for manual unloading/loading 
•  Fixed front foot
• Atmospheric pressure valve
• Standard lighting system

OPTIONALS

Unloading/loading pump driven by cardan shaft

Upper manhole

No. 1 Internal fruit flange

Beverage



RAL 6002

RAL 6018

RAL 3002

RAL 5010

RAL 9005 OPACO
Trailer base colour

Note



Note Contacts.
Contatti| Kontakte | Contacts

BONSEGNA

We are here! | Siamo qui! |  Nous sommes ici!

Zona Industriale s.p. 19
73048 Nardò (LE)
ITALIA

WHERE WE ARE
Dove siamo| Wo wir sind | Où nous sommes

NARDÒ

We have been manufacturing quality equipment since 1970

ITALY

SALES

+39 328 063 4104

commerciale@bonsegna.it

SPARE PARTS WAREHOUSE

+39 392 908 7302

magazzino@bonsegna.it

FOREIGN
COUNTRIES

+39 392 933 9124

sales@bonsegna.it

SALES

www.bonsegna.it

SCAN ME

+39 389 4914027

+39 0833 832321



Zona industriale s.p. 19
73048 Nardò (LE)

ITALIA

+39 0833 83 23 20
+39 0833 83 23 21

commerciale@bonsegna.it
sales@bonsegna.it

www.bonsegna.it


